A single accident has far-reaching consequences. One event impacts profit, reputation, the environment and more – not just for you but for your customers as well.

Schneider Bulk is committed to providing you the safest drivers and safest vehicles on the road.

**PROTECTING YOUR BUSINESS THROUGH OUR COMMITMENT TO SAFETY**

**SAFETY HIGHLIGHTS**

- **Forward facing cameras** improve driver behavior and provide fact-based evidence to reduce litigation costs.
- **Collisions initiation technology** reduces collisions by promoting safe following distances.
- **Conversions to automated transmission** reduce driver task saturation and increase driver retention.
- **In-cab technology** reduces distracted driving, provides text-to-voice information and turn-by-turn navigation.
- **Instructor-led performance enhancement training** is required for all drivers.

**CONTINUOUSLY INVEST IN SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES**

- **$1 million yearly investment** in on-going training.
- **68% reduction in rear-end collisions** in the fleet.
- **$7 million investment** in hair follicle testing to screen out drivers with a chronic drug problem.
- **15% of applicants get hired** and drivers have passed rigorous physicals to ensure ability to work safely.

**HIRE AND RETAIN THE RIGHT DRIVERS**

- **Physically fit** drivers.
- **$7 million investment** in proactive sleep apnea and health and wellness programs.

**TRAIN EFFECTIVELY**

- **More than 4 weeks of intense initial training**.
- **$5 million yearly investment** in multiple training methods: instructor-led, computer-based, simulation.
- **Performance enhancement training**.

**MANAGE ACTIVELY**

- **Real-time notification** of a critical event recording (CER) through Safety Management System (SMS) technology.
- **Prohibit cell phone use while driving including hands-free** exceeding the FMCSA restriction.
- **Leverage big data**.

Contact Schneider Bulk at SchneiderBulk@Schneider.com or call 920-592-4101.